Abstract. We present how TTR (Type Theory with Records) can model both geometric perception and conceptual (world) knowledge relating to the meaning of spatial descriptions for a robotic agent.
Introduction
TTR [2, 3] is a type theory with records which leads to a view of meaning which is tightly linked to perception and classification. An agent makes judgements that an object a (an individual or a situation) is of type T (written as a : T ). The notion of truth is related to such judgements. A type T is "true" just in case there is something a such that a : T . However, types are independent of their extensions (also known as proof objects or witnesses), for example, an agent may know a type but not its extension or two agents may disagree about the extension of a type. An agent learns judgements through his interaction with its environment and other agents. The type systems that agents develop converge to a common standard through constant refinements.
Types are either basic or complex (that is constructed from components). Examples of basic types in this paper are Ind and Real whose witnesses are individuals and real numbers respectively. Examples of complex types are types constructed from predicates and arguments (p-types) such as left(a,b) (intuitively the type of situation where a is to the left of b) and record types such (represented to the left of the ':') and a type (to the right). There may not be two fields with the same label. A witness for this record type will be a record with fields with the same labels and witnesses of the corresponding type (and possibly also additional fields with other unique labels). Labels with a 'c' are used here where the type is a p-type (intuitively a constraint on the objects in the record). Such types are often dependent in that they are constructed from objects in other fields of the record being judged.
Type theory is attractive as a theory for relating perception to higher level conceptual reasoning because it is based on the notion of judging objects to be of types which can be regarded as an abstract theory of perception. Thus it provides us with a theory that encompasses both low-level perception and high-level semantic reasoning in a way that is not usual in standard linguistic approaches to formal semantics. Thus it offers the possibility of connecting the kind of work in implementations of perception by robots to high level semantics. It is frequently not trivial to connect models of robot perception to natural language semantics in a systematic way (for an approach see [13] ). Furthermore, by keeping linguistic and perceptual meaning representations in separate modules their interaction can be hard to explore. We are attempting to bridge this gap.
We attempt to illustrate this approach by sketching how this type theory might model how spatial relations can be generated by a mobile agent's perception of its environment. We show how types representing geometric knowledge required for the meaning representations of spatial descriptions are built from sensory observations (perceptual knowledge). We also demonstrate how perceptual types interact with linguistic type representations (conceptual knowledge). Our aim here is not to say anything new about either sensory perception or about the semantic analysis of the semantics of spatial expression but to give some idea of how both could be comprehended in a single theory.
Representing robot states and updates
We can do little more here than indicate some of the types involved and how they are related to each other. See [6] for a more detailed proposal concerning how robot learning might be modelled. We will use types to model the partial information that the robot has about the state that it is in. The type of the initial state of the robot may be:
The 'self'-field requires a record corresponding to a located individual, a point in (two-dimensional) space represented as a record with fields for the x-and y-coordinates (initially set to 0), an orientation represented as a real number, initially 0, and two constraints which require that the robot has observed the point at which it is located.
The notation label=value:Type used in the 'pnt' and 'orient' fields here is known as a manifest field and is used to represent a field label:Type value , where the Type value is a restriction of Type so that its unique witness is value. The 'pm'-field is for a point map modelled as a list of points, initially the singleton list containing the location of 'self'. The point map is a list of individuated point landmarks as built with a SLAM procedure [5] . The 'objects'-field is for a list of objects assembled from the point map (that is, an object map based on 'pm'), initially the singleton list containing 'self'. This is an object map. As the robot moves around it discovers new landmarks which are added to the point map and their estimate of global location (relative to the robot's origin) is continuously improved. Since at this point no point landmarks have been discovered yet, the list of objects built from these landmarks, and the list of beliefs about these objects is also empty. At the time t + 1 the agent may transition to a new state by moving and making new observations. It may also hear an utterance made by its conversational partner.
SLAM gives us a geometric representation of the environment containing abstracted point landmarks in a global coordinate frame from which angles and distances required for geometric representation of spatial descriptions can be determined [10, 12, 14] . The robot's list of objects represented in the 'objects'-field of the state are located at points and regions within this point map. A geometric representation of a region or a volume consists of a group of 2-dimensional points from the point map that can be hulled with a convex hull.
The types PointObject and RegionObject are relative to a point map, and this is represented by functions returning a type (dependent types):
(See [6, p.8] for a characterization of the predicates 'observed point' and 'region'.) Once the robot has identified located objects in this way it can compute spatial relations between these objects by comparing their 'pnt' (location point) or 'reg' (location region) fields. Beliefs about such spatial relations, coded by p-types) will be added to the 'beliefs'-field in the robot state.
Geometrically, the spatial relation 'to the left of' 1 holds between three individuals conceptualised as objects of type RegionObject: the located object, the reference object and the viewpoint which determines the orientation of the reference frame [7, 9] . If o1, o2, o3:RegionObject andf relation is a spatial relation classifier 2 of type Region→Region→Orientation→Type then e:left(o1.a,o2.a,o3.a) iff e : f relation (o1.reg, o2.reg, o3.orient) and f relation (o1.reg, o2.reg, o3.orient) = leftgeom(o1.reg, o2.reg, o3.orient).
Two relativisations or transformations of region locations must be performed before the classification can take place (both of which can be expressed in our formalism): (i) the (global) coordinate frame must be rotated to correspond to the orientation of o3; and (ii) the origin of the global coordinate frame must be transposed so that it is identical to the centre point of the region of location of o2 (cf. [11] ). Since o1's region of location has been relativised we only need to learn one classifier function regardless of the viewpoint. The TTR representation allows us to combine perceptual classification with qualitative spatial representation [1] .
The new belief [e:left(o1.a,o2.a,o3.a)] is merged with the robot's beliefs in the 'beliefs'-field of the robot state and can be used, for example to answer a question about the location of o1. The influence of world knowledge on the semantics of the spatial descriptions goes beyond conceptualisation of objects. For example, [4] describe experiments involving pictures of a man holding an umbrella at various angles and with various degrees of exposure to rain presented to human observers and conclude that for the spatial relation 'over' the satisfaction of the constraint 'umbrella provides protection from rain' is more than 'the umbrella is within the geometric spatial template for 'over'. A predicate representing 'over' would obey something like the following conditional (not biconditional): where o1, o2 and o3 are of type VolumeObject similar to RegionObject except that three dimensional volumes are used rather than two dimensional regions.
Geometrically (cover geom ), the umbrella must be in a particular spatial configuration with the man which can be trained as a classifier . 'overgeom' is typically not susceptible to perspective shifts as the viewpoint is fixed by the gravity and hence the third object that would determine the viewpoint is not necessary. Hence, before the classification takes place only the origin of the global coordinate frame must be transposed to the centre point of the volume of location of o2.
The constraint cprotects represents a conceptual constraint on witnesses of the ptype over (o1.a, o2.a, o3.a) where the ptype protects(o3, o1, o2) may in its turn also rely on a perceptual classifier. What is important here is that this constraint can have been learned by the agent not through perceptual observation but through linguistic communication, for example by being explicitly told that protection from the rain is required. Alternatively it could have been learned by hypothesising this fact after observing situations of humans, umbrellas and rain. Through reasoning humans are able to create increasingly more abstract types which are ultimately grounded in perception 4 . In our view there is no clear cut-off point between low level perceptual knowledge and high-level conceptual knowledge as traditionally assumed.
Since we assume that the geometric meaning constraint cover geom is determined by a probabilistic classifier, the acceptable deviations of the umbrella from the prototypical vertical upright position and their gradience are accounted for. The representation predicts that a situation where a man holds an umbrella in the upright position and therefore the cover g eom constraint is defined with high probability but the umbrella does not provide protection from the rain cannot have the denotation of the ptype over(o3,o1,o2) since the constraint cprotects is not satisfied. Since ptypes such as over(o3,o1,o2) may be characterised by probabilistic knowledge as well, we could regard all constraints as expressing a degree of belief that particular situations are of particular types (see [6, p.17-18] for more details and also probabilistic TTR [in prep.]).
Conclusion and further work
We have presented a brief sketch how TTR can be used to represent different meaning components of spatial descriptions. Its strengths are that it considers meaning representations to be based on perception and that it can represent different meaning modalities in a unified way. It thus bridges the gap between models of natural language and models of perception. In such a model it becomes transparent that there are many similarities in the way an agent learns and applies the meanings of linguistic and non linguistic representations. Being a formal computational model it is well suited for modelling language and perception in artificial agents which will be the focus of our work in the future.
